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Abstract 

In this paper the author has formulated the solutions of a standard quadratic congruence of composite 

modulus modulo a product of square of an odd prime & four. Such type of congruence always has 2� 

incongruent solutions, where p is the prime in the modulus. Various numerical examples are solved 

using the established formula; solutions are tested   true. The solutions can also be obtained orally. This 

is the merit of the paper. 
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Introduction 

The author first time has attempted to formulate some special type of standard quadratic congruence of 

composite modulus. In this connection, in continuation of the previous formulation, one more standard 

quadratic congruence of such type is considered here for formulation the congruence �� ≡

�����		4���, �	��	�			�����.It is found that it has a different type of formulation. No special method 

or formulation is found in the literature of mathematics. 

Problem-Statement 

Here the problem is – “To formulate the standard quadratic congruence of the type:  

�� ≡ �����		4���, �	��	�			�����". 

Literature-Review 

The author already has formulated many standard quadratic congruence of composite modulus [1], [2], 

[3], [4]. 

No literature of mathematics, except the book of Koshy [5] discusses the standard quadratic congruence 

of composite modulus. In this book, the method of solving the congruence: 

�� ≡ �	���		���, � ≥ 1, �an odd prime, is discussed. It is an iterative method which takes a long time. 

No formulation is given for solutions. But the book remains silent about the present congruence. Hence, 

the author wishes to formulate the congruence. 
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Analysis & Result 

Consider the congruence: �� ≡ �����		4���, �	��	�			�����. 

For the solutions, let � ≡ 4�� ± �	���		4���. 

Then, �� ≡ �4�� ± ���	���		4��� 

≡ �	4���� ± 2.4��. � + ��	���		4��� 

≡ 16���� ± 8�� + ���	���		4��� 

≡ 8���2�� ± 1� + �����		4��� 

≡ ��	���		4��� 

Therefore, � ≡ 4�� ± �	���		4��� satisfies the said congruence and hence it must be consider as 

solutions of the congruence. But ��	� = �, the solution formula reduces to the form, 	� ≡ 4�. � ±

�	���		4��� 

≡ 4�� ± �	���		4��� 

≡ 0 ± �	���		4���. 

These are the same solutions as for � = 0. 

Also for � = � + 1, the solution formula reduces to the form:  � ≡ 4� ± �	���		4���. 

These are the same solutions as for � = 1. 

Therefore, all the solutions are given by: 

� ≡ 4�� ± �	���		4���; � = 0, 1, 2, … . . , �� − 1�. 

These are 2� − incongruent solutions as for a single value of k, it has exactly two solutions. 

Illustrations 

Example-1: Consider the congruence �� ≡ 49	���		196�. 

It can be written as �� ≡ 7����		4. 7��. 

It is of the type �� ≡ �����		4. ���	%�&ℎ	� = 7. 

It has 2� = 2.7 = 14 incongruent solutions given by 

� ≡ 4�� ± �	���		4���; � = 0, 1, 2, … . . , �� − 1�. 

≡ 4.7� ± 7	���		4.49�; � = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 6. 

≡ 28� ± 7	���		196�; � = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 

≡ 0 ± 7; 28 ± 7; 56 ± 7; 84 ± 7; 112 ± 7; 140 ± 7; 168 ± 7	���		196�. 

≡ 7, 189; 21, 35; 49, 63; 77, 91; 105, 119; 133, 147; 161, 175	���		196�. 

These are the fourteen solutions of the congruence. 
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Example-2: Consider the congruence �� ≡ 9	���		36�. 

It can be written as �� ≡ 3����		4. 3��. 

It is of the type �� ≡ �����		4. ���	%�&ℎ	� = 3. 

It has 2� = 2.3 = 6 incongruent solutions given by 

� ≡ 4�� ± �	���		4���; � = 0, 1, 2, … . . , �� − 1�. 

≡ 4.3� ± 3	���		4.9�; � = 0, 1, 2. 

≡ 12� ± 3	���		36�; � = 0, 1, 2	. 

≡ 0 ± 3; 12 ± 3; 24 ± 3	���		36�. 

≡ 3, 33; 9, 15; 21, 27	���		36�. 

≡ 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 33	���		36�. 

These are the six solutions of the congruence. 

Conclusion 

Therefore, the congruence  �� ≡ �����		4. ��� has 2p-incongruent solutions given by  

� ≡ 4�� ± �	���		4���; � = 0, 1, 2, … . . , �� − 1�. 

These solutions are tested by trial and error method and found true. 

MERIT OF THE PAPER 

A formula is established for solutions of the said congruence. Now it becomes possible to find the 

solutions directly. Formulation of the congruence is the merit of the paper.  
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